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Introduction:

Additive manufacturing (AM) is a new way of manufacturing in which materials are fabricated layer by
layer, increasing the volume of the object being printed over the course of manufacturing. The increase
in the volume causes higher chances of collision between the machine parts and the printed material
during the fabrication process. In many additive manufacturing system, a planar `2 1

2D' build strategy is
employed where collision avoidance issues do not exist between the object being printed and the AM heat
source solution (e.g., a laser or a a material deposition nozzle ). However, the directed energy deposition
(DED) processes use a heat source and material feeding system mounted on a multi-axis CNC system
or a robot to deposit beads side by side to �ll a layer. The DED processes are getting popular as they
can be used to fabricate parts without support structure, repair damaged parts, or in surface coating,
by leveraging non-planar slicing and multi-axis tool-paths. This multi-axis solution introduces potential
collision issues.

The state-of-the-art algorithms for designing tool-paths for multi-axis additive manufacturing do not
consider the above collision issues and thus, have no techniques to avoid such collisions. However, such
collisions does not only a�ect the printing process and the quality of the printing, but can also incur
major damages to the machines themselves. Therefore, addressing this issues is of utmost importance
and a matter of urgency . We need to put special consideration in the design of the tool-path, which is the
path on which the deposit head of the machine moves on during the manufacturing process. A tool-path

is a path de�ned by a sequence of points in 3D along with tool vector for each tool-path point which is
a vector representing the direction of the deposit head at that point, and di�erence between tool vectors
of two consecutive points of the tool-path does not exceed some given threshold.

Although several approaches for detecting and avoiding collisions have been investigated for CNC
machining (see [10] for a survey), it is a relatively new research area for AM processes. The AM problem
space has unique challenges to overcome. First of all, the deposit head may not be rotationally symmetric
as shown in Figure 1(a)�(b), where the cutting tools in machining are symmetric. Secondly, as mentioned
above, AM process adds material to the workspace in contrast to subtractive manufacturing or machining
where materials are removed over time, thus increasing the probability of collision with the progress of the
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building process. Finally, the build shape (see Figure 1(c)�(d) for some example) cannot be accurately
represented due to the basic imprecision of the DED AM process.

Fig. 1: From left to right: (a) rotationally symmetric holder, and (b) rotationally asymmetric holder; (c)
printing inside a cavity where the deposit head may collide with the object; (d) printing boundary of an
object.

Previously, we gave an algorithm that modi�es a given multi-axis AM tool-path to a collision-free
tool-path [3, 4]. Using 3D triangle-mesh representations for both the object to be printed and the deposit
head, we �rst applied algorithms from the literature to detect collision between those two meshes. If
collision is detected, we built a con�guration graph considering multiple tool vectors for each tool-path
point as vertices and computed a collision-free tool-path, if it exists, using graph algorithms to compute a
path in the con�guration graph containing a collision-free tool vector for each tool-path point. Although
the algorithm showed promising results, the time required by the algorithm for complicated and big
tool-paths was not up to the standard in the AM industry. In this paper, we propose heuristic based
approaches to improve the performance of the previous algorithm signi�cantly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss some related work in the next section and
also give an overview of our previous algorithm from [3, 4]. We then describe our proposed heuristic
approach. Finally, we conclude the paper with a discussion on future direction of research in avoiding
collision in multi-axis additive manufacturing tool-path generation.

Related Work:

Collision avoidance in CNC machining has been studied for both local (i.e., local gouging, rear gouging,
etc.) and global collisions. Balasubramanium et al. [6] gave a three-step algorithm to generate tool-path
using visibility and accessibility-based method. However, their algorithm is computationally expensive as
the objects being machined are presented as clouds of points. Wang and Tang [11] proposed an algorithm
to identify the set of valid orientations or con�gurations by inspecting the valid area with all the gouging
constraints. But their method had a high space and time complexity as well.

Collision detection and avoidance has attracted attention in additive manufacturing as well. Nishat
et al. [3, 4] gave an algorithm to obtain collision-free tool-paths for multi-axis additive manufacturing
(see the next section for details on the algorithm). Fang et al. [5] studied collision-free printing of a
layer by selecting a `best' setup orientation, similar to choosing collision-free tool vectors in our algorithm
from [3, 4]. Plakhotnik et al. [1] studied collision avoidance by updating the tool vectors in multi-axis
additive manufacturing. They penalized the tool vectors as they get further from the position normal to
the surface. However, our algorithm [3, 4] penalized bigger di�erences between tool vectors of adjacent
tool-path points. Jiang et al. [2] studied scheduling in path planning to avoid collision in additive
manufacturing when multiple deposit heads are employed.

In computational geometry, detecting intersection between geometric objects has been studied for
decades. Möller [9] and Held [8] studied detecting intersection between 3D triangles. Guigue and Dev-
illers [7] improved the above algorithms using �oating-point calculation.
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Computing Collision-Free Tool-Path:

In this section, we give a summary of our previous algorithm [3, 4] to generate collision-free tool-path.
We propose algorithms to improve this approach in the next section.

Given a tool-path, which includes a set of continuous positions of the deposit head a long with tool
vector of each points (direction of the deposit head), our goal is to �nd a collision-free tool-path if it
exist for this set of points. We present both the surface of the CAD model and the deposit head as
triangular mesh. We considered both symmetric and asymmetric deposit heads; see Figure 1(a) and
(b), respectively, for symmetric and asymmetric deposit head mesh. An example run of the algorithm is
shown in Figure 2, the tool-paths were generated using APlus software on Mastercam platform.

Fig. 2: [3, 4] Generating collision-free tool-path from a given tool-path. From left to right: (a) tool-path
with 566 points creates collision between the printed surface and the asymmetric deposit head; (e) original
tool vectors for (a); (f) Modi�ed tool-path that avoids collision.

We applied two geometric approaches to detect collisions between the deposit head and the object
being printed: 1) Möller's algorithm [9], and 2) a commercial third-party library. The �rst was based
on calculation of collisions between each pairs of triangles of the mesh of the object and the mesh of
the deposit head. To speed up the Möller's technique we used the parallel computation. The second
approach was based on clash detection between two solids representing the deposit head and the object;
multi-threading was used to apply this technique.

If collision was detected, our algorithm modi�ed the given tool-path to a collision-free tool-path. We
built a con�guration graph where each vertex represents a tool vector at a speci�c tool-path point. A set
of feasible tool vectors was assigned to each point of the tool-path, where a feasible tool vector means
that the deposit head does not collide with the object when aligned along this tool vector at that speci�c
tool-path point. Two vertices will be connected by an edge in the con�guration graph if and only if
their representative tool vectors are for two consecutive points on the tool-path, and the deposit head can
change its direction by the di�erence between the angles of this two tool vector, which is determined based
on the mechanical con�guration of the machine. This connection is directional, connecting the vertices
of the tool-path position x to y when x appears before y. We created a start point s and connect s to all
the vertices allocated to the �rst point of the tool-path. We also created the vertex t and connected all
the vertices associated to the last point of the tool-path to t.

After creating the above directed con�guration graph, we ran the breadth-�rst search or Dijkstra's
shortest path algorithm to �nd a path from s and t through all the tool-path points. If such a path exists,
that represents a collision-free tool-path for the deposit head. Otherwise, no collision-free tool-path exist
for the deposit head to print on the given path. Applying Dijkstra's algorithm gave us the path that
allowed minimum change of angles between tool vectors of consecutive tool-path points.

The con�guration graph in our algorithm [3, 4] was large even for tool-paths which includes a few
hundreds of points. This slowed down the computation of the path from s to t. To improve the time
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complexity, we have studied di�erent ways of approaches including heuristic approach to improve the
time. We will go over the details of our approach in the next section.

Heuristic Approaches:

In order to reduce the time we need to calculate the collision-free tool-path, we reduced the size of the
produced graph using the following two heuristic approaches; see Figure 3 for the �owcharts. Note that
the heuristic approaches can be applied separately, or together to improve the running time.

Heuristic 1. This approach reduces the number of feasible tool vector considered for each tool-path
point. Instead of considering a number of tool vectors for all the tool-path points, we consider multiple
feasible tool vectors for only the tool-path points where the deposit head collides with the object. For
each such point, we �rst consider feasible tool vectors closest to the original tool vector and create the
con�guration graph. If a collision-free tool-path is generated from the con�guration graph, we return it.
Otherwise, we consider more feasible tool vectors for the collision points that are farther from the original
tool vector, and instead of creating the con�guration again we add the new vertices and respective edges
to the already created con�guration graph. We then run the algorithm to �nd a path from s to t again.
In this way, we keep on adding more feasible tool vectors as vertices of the con�guration graph, until
we �nd a collision-free tool-path or no more feasible tool vectors remain for the collision points. In the
later case, if no collision-free path is found at that point, the algorithm declares that it could not �nd a
collision-free path.

Heuristic 2. This approach reduces the size of the con�guration graph by reducing the number of
tool-path points considered. Instead of including the entire tool-path, we sample every tenth point for the
graph, the di�erence between tool vectors angles are adjusted accordingly. If a collision-free tool-path is
found, we then move into each interval and �nd the collision-free tool-path for each interval. If the tool-
path in all intervals abide by the mechanical speci�cation of the AM machine, we report the constructed
path as the �nal result.

Conclusion:

In this work, we improved the e�ciency of the fabrication of the collision-free tool-path by using heuristic
methods. This was achieved by focusing on the points of the path in which collision occurs, as well as
reducing the overall size of the con�guration graph. Additionally, using the heuristic approach A* instead
of Dijkstra's algorithm also helps e�ciency.
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